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This book addresses electrical engineers, physicists, designers of flat panel displays (FDPs), students and
also scientists from other disciplines interested in understanding the various 3D technologies. A timely guide
is provided to the present status of development in 3D display technologies, ready to be commercialized as
well as to future technologies.

Having presented the physiology of 3D perception, the book progresses to a detailed discussion of the five
3D technologies: stereoscopic and autostereoscopic displays; integral imaging; holography and volumetric
displays, and:

Introduces spatial and temporal multiplex for the two views needed for stereoscopic and autostereoscopic●

displays;
Outlines dominant components such as retarders for stereoscopic displays, and fixed as well as adjustable●

lenticular lenses and parallax barriers for auto- stereoscopic  displays;
Examines the high speed required for 240 Hz frames provided by parallel addressing and the recently●

proposed interleaved image processing;
Explains integral imaging, a true 3D system, based on the known lenticulars which is explored up to the●

level of a 3D video projector using real and virtual images;
Renders holographic 3D easier to understand by using phasors known from electrical engineering and●

optics leading up to digital computer generated holograms;
Shows volumetric displays to be limited by the number of stacked FPDs; and,●

Presents algorithms stemming from computer science to assess 3D image quality and to allow for●

bandwidth saving transmission of 3D TV signals.

The Society for Information Display (SID) is an international society, which has the aim of encouraging the
development of all aspects of the field of information display. Complementary to the aims of the society, the
Wiley-SID series is intended to explain the latest developments in information display technology at a
professional level. The broad scope of the series addresses all facets of information displays from technical
aspects through systems and prototypes to standards and ergonomics
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From reader reviews:

Julianna Pepper:

The book 3D Displays make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable much
more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem with your
subject. If you can make studying a book 3D Displays to become your habit, you can get more advantages,
like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects. You can know
everything if you like open up and read a guide 3D Displays. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science publication or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this book?

Richard Valadez:

As people who live in often the modest era should be up-date about what going on or details even knowledge
to make them keep up with the era which can be always change and progress. Some of you maybe will
probably update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems coming to
a person is you don't know what one you should start with. This 3D Displays is our recommendation so you
keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Scott Foust:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This 3D Displays book is readable through you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving also
decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with 3D Displays content conveys
the thought easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles
but it just different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking 3D Displays is not loveable to be your
top listing reading book?

Tamela Campbell:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world can easily share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with their
story or their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your young ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to
improve their talent in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write with their book. One of them
is this 3D Displays.
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